
To
The Teachers of Kerala Agricultural University

Sir/Madam,
Sub:- IIT Mumbai's Spoken Tutorial-Utilizing the remote training facility in Kerala Agricultural University-
reg
The IIT Mumbai has started a Spoken Tutorial Project (A Govt. of India funded project) with an objective 
to inculcate IT / Software skills through online mode to the students of various Universities, Institutes 
and Polytechnics. Hon’ble Chancellor has desired that every student in the University system should be 
encouraged to avail this facility. Our Hon'ble Vice Chancellor has also given directions in this regard. This 
spoken tutorial is purely on online mode and without affecting the regular studies of the students. The 
course is free of cost for KAU and all the students can learn IT software that will increase their 
employability. This facility can be availed by utilizing their free time. To facilitate this at college level, all 
the colleges under KAU have  nominated a coordinator each. We were about to start implementation of 
this programme.

Now, It is informed by Mr.  Vinu Thomas Joseph, the Training Manager,IIT Bombay ST Software 
Courses Training Program  that since colleges are closed down due to COVID-19 
issues, IIT Bombay team is guiding and helping University to keep their department 
students engage by referring them to learn  Spoken Tutorial courses. During these special times 
when the students are at home, the faculty members can engage them with remote learning 
through spoken tutorials.  They can learn with the tutorials, download the software and do 
practicals as well.  The students can do courses from the syllabus or any other courses which 
they are interested in. Hence, it is requested to go through the attached instructions and share 
them with your students urgently. This can be utilised by the faculty members as well. This 
special program is valid during the Covid 19 lock down period only.
I hereby request you to share the link to the students.

Click here for Instructions for Downloading the Tutorials. 

PLease see their E-Brochure and site links. 1) Website Link  2) E-Brochure for the list of courses.

Sincerely,
Director, CeL
Kerala Agricultural University

--
Dr. A. Sakeer Husain
Director
Centre for e-Learning
Kerala Agricultural University


